In this paper, we present a two-stream multi-task network for fashion recognition. This task is challenging as fashion clothing always contain multiple attributes, which need to be predicted simultaneously for real-time industrial systems. To handle these challenges, we formulate fashion recognition into a multi-task learning problem, including landmark detection, category and attribute classifications, and solve it with the proposed deep convolutional neural network. We design two knowledge sharing strategies which enable information transfer between tasks and improve the overall performance. The proposed model achieves state-of-the-art results on large-scale fashion dataset comparing to the existing methods, which demonstrates its great effectiveness and superiority for fashion recognition.
INTRODUCTION
Fashion recognition has recently attracted increasing attention in computer vision for its prominent impact on electronic commerce and online shopping. However, the recognition of fashion products goes with huge challenges, with its large variations in category, style, and character as well as the deformation and occlusion, so on so forth. The images for clothes always contain rich information, such as category, attributes, and structure information. All of these need to be managed synchronously and precisely in real-time retrieval and recommendation systems, in response to the individual tastes of each user. In addition, the knowledge acquired from one kind of prediction can facilitate other predictions for multiple feature estimations. To settle the challenges of fashion prediction, we hereby formulate the problem into a multitask learning task and solve it with the proposed end-to-end trained model.
Multi-Task Learning (MTL) [1] , a well-known machine learning paradigm, has been successfully applied to many applications. The essence of MTL is to explore the latent con-This work is sponsored by the National Science Foundation of China (Grant No. 61571147 and 61871016). nections and leverage useful knowledge between each task. By learning all tasks jointly in an MTL framework, the model can be led to achieving significant performance improvement compared with learning them individually, hence, improve the generalization performance of multiple tasks. In this paper, we manage to instantiate the power of MTL in the avenue of fashion recognition. Specifically, we integrate the tasks of landmarks detection, category classification, and attributes classification for multifarious clothes into a compact MTL framework. To solve thus formulated MTL problem, instead of a unified single-stream convolutional neural network, we design a two-stream network [2, 3, 4] , which can not only promote inter-task collaboration but also retain the capability to explore the best solution of each task individually.
However, it is non-trivial to design such a multi-task model for a specific problem. For enabling effective knowledge sharing, there are three main issues that need to be addressed: when to share, what to share, and how to share.
When to share. The design of CNN follows the connectivity philosophy, such that layers are stacked together in a hierarchical fashion, establishing a low-level spatial to highlevel semantic information transformation. Within this hierarchy, each stage contains useful and unique information. To take full advantage of the multi-scale features reside in the rich hierarchy, we strive to enable hierarchical knowledge sharing among different tasks at both pixel-level and semantic-level across the whole network.
What to share. This issue is to determine the form through which knowledge sharing among all the tasks could occur. For these three tasks, we argue that the landmark detection requires a more structural feature representation, which is distinct from the category and attribute classification, leading to a heterogeneous feature distribution and parameters setting. To this end, we manage to share the structural representation for landmark detection with the classification tasks in the network, so that the structural features with rich spatial details can help better classify objects with the minute difference. Besides feature sharing, we also establish the two closely related classification tasks in a parameter-sharing way for efficacy and efficiency.
How to share. After the decision for when to share and what to share, we come up with two knowledge sharing meth- ods for structural information passing, named as boundary and structure awareness. These two methods are separately implemented at pixel-level and semantic-level via boundary generation and feature aggregation, which allow the network to share knowledge in a comprehensive way. Under the multi-task learning setting as mentioned above, we propose a two-stream convolutional neural network, wherein one branch is for landmark detection, while the other for category and attribute classification. With the purposely designed knowledge sharing strategies, this two-stream multitask network is learned to model the correlations among multiple tasks, achieving favorable results in all tasks.
To summarise, our main contributions are threefold: -We formulate fashion recognition into a multi-task learning problem, wherein a two-stream multi-task network is proposed to solve landmark detection, category and attribute classification collaboratively.
-We establish two concrete methods, called boundary awareness and structure awareness, for semantically representation sharing and feature aggregation among different tasks in the proposed network.
-We evaluate our approach on general benchmark dataset and achieve leading performance compared to the existing methods. Comprehensive ablation study demonstrates the contributions of each component of the framework.
RELATED WORK
Fashion Recognition has been widely studied in recent years. As a general and important computer vision task, it composes far-reaching applications such as clothing retrieval [5] , recognition [6] , fashion landmark detection [7] , and clothing recommendation [8] . To solve this task, early methods [9] heavily rely on hand-crafted features, while recent methods mainly focus on exploiting the power of the deep neural net-work and have reported record-breaking results. We hereby outline some representative mile-stones for reference.
In [10] , the authors leveraged a dual attribute aware mechanism for clothing retrieval. Differently, Liu et al. [6] presented a multi-branch network for clothing classification, retrieval, and landmark detection. [11] utilized a model to precisely localize attribute for fashion search. More recently, Wang et al. [12] proposed a compact network for landmark detection and clothing classification. Although we are similarly inspired, yet [12] treated the landmark detection as a middle-level individual task rather than a component within a multi-task formulation. Meanwhile, this work also neglected helpful information sharing between different tasks, so that the network is more heavy with excessive parameters than ours. On the contrary, our model integrates two parameterfree approaches to accomplish information sharing among different tasks. Besides, we also manage to reduce the computational cost and enhance the adaptibility of our model.
Multi-Task
Learning has shown promising results in many applications. A comprehensive survey can be found in [13] . In consideration of brevity, we hereby only introduce related MTL literature focusing on computer vision tasks.
[14] introduced a multi-task deep convolution neural network to jointly achieve body-part and joint-point detections. In [15] , a multi-linear multi-task method is proposed for person-specific facial action unit prediction. [16] proposed a multi-task CNN for images based multi-label attribute prediction. More interestingly, [17] presented a recurrent based framework to jointly estimate the interaction, distance, stand orientation, relative orientation, and pose estimation for immediacy prediction. Since MTL has proven its efficacy in many tasks, in this work, we are thus motivated to introduce this powerful technique into fashion recognition and implement it with the proposed two-stream multi-task network.
METHODOLOGY
The overall pipeline of the proposed network is shown in Fig.  1 . We denote the upper stream for landmark localization as the landmark detection network and the lower branch as the fashion classification network.
Landmark Detection Network
We build the landmark detection network following the intuition of the Hourglass structure [18] . As one of the most popular network for generation and reconstruction purposes, hourglass and its variants have achieved state-of-the-art results on numerous tasks including, semantic segmentation, super-resolution, and human pose estimation. For implementation, we herein deploy a stacked hourglass architecture in conjunction with intermediate supervisions, leading the network to extract robust structural representations for landmark detection. In particular, the landmark detection network is stacked with four hourglass sub-networks, inserting with bottleneck blocks for the convolution.
Boundary Awareness
The detailed operations of the boundary awareness are shown in Algorithm 1. We construct the boundary awareness to enable knowledge sharing at the pixel-level. Given the landmark coordinates predictions, the boundary awareness automatically detect the outside edge of the target, sketch the line between the selected landmarks, and draw the boundary of the target, then generate an attention map according to the boundary segmentation in order to highlight the informative region. This generated map is finalized with a Gaussian blur. The obtained attention map can emphasize the discriminative region for clothes according to the structural information while diminishing irrelevant background. This pixel-level knowledge sharing approach works in a landmark-adaptive way, enabling to generate a fully-covered attention map, and shows robustness against abnormal landmarks distribution. Visualize illustrations for boundary awareness are provided in the ablation study.
Structure Awareness
To achieve the object of knowledge sharing at the semantic level, we propose a feature map sharing method called structure awareness between the two parallel streams. In specifics, we concatenate feature maps from the end of the landmark detection network with the middle-level feature maps in fashion classification network. The feature maps from the upper stream are directly supervised and contain rich structural information. Being able to be inserted in the middle part of other tasks, these features can interact with other types of features, co-adapt and co-operate, and benefit to the downstream network for feature extraction. Pseduo line between landmark i and j : e ij 7: while U p = ∅ do 8: for ∀pt i ∈ U p do 9: if ∀pt j ∈ U p + {pt 0 } on the same side of e ci then 10:
pt c ← pt i 12: 
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate our network on a large-scale fully-annotation fashion dataset, called DeepFashion [6] . Our method substantially surpasses other methods on multiple tasks simultaneously.
Dataset
DeepFashion is a large-scale clothes dataset with comprehensive annotations. In our experiments, we use the category and attribute prediction benchmark, which includes clothes images annotated with massive attributes, clothing landmarks, and corresponding cloth categories. The dataset consists of 209,222 images for training, 40,000 images for validation, and 40,000 images for testing, respectively.
Implementaion
The fashion classification network is built upon an ImageNet pre-trained ResNet50. We crop the images with bounding boxes provided by the dataset and resize them into 224 × 224 for fashion classification network and 256 × 256 for landmark detection network. We replace the last two fully connected layers in fashion classification network with a two-branch fully connected layer, in which way accomplish the parameter sharing for MTL. We use mean squared error (MSE) for landmark detection, cross entropy loss for category prediction, and an asymmetric weighted cross-entropy loss for attributes estimation. We set the asymmetric weight W = 332, due to the huge positive and negative imbalance in attributes samples. Our model is trained end-to-end with Adam optimizer on two NVIDIA TITAN X. We pre-train the landmark detection network with 10 epochs firstly, and train the two-stream network jointly with 20 epochs. Learning rate begins with 0.001, and divided by 10 for every 5 epochs.
Quantitative Results
For the evaluation metric, following previous work [6, 12] , we use standard top-k classification accuracy for category classification, top-k recall rate for attribute prediction, and normalized error for landmarks detection. Our results, summarized in Table 1 , show that our method substantially outperforms other existing methods on multiple tasks. 
Ablation Study
Here we perform a full ablation study to evaluate the importance of all the proposed components in our model. We disable each awareness method and build baseline networks for comparison. Fig. 2 shows the category prediction score on the DeepFashion dataset of each baseline approach in comparison with the full model. The quantitative results show that each of the module contributes to the overall performance, thereby demonstrating the effectiveness of multi-task learning and the proposed awareness methods.
We do have conducted some experiments on the bidirectional message passing between the parallel network, and we observe that the feature sharing to the landmark detection network hurt the performance of landmark localization. We argue that landmark detection only requires the structural feature that represents the overall structure of the clothes, regardless of the detail feature. Sharing the feature from the classification stream may confuse the landmark detection network, leading to the performance distortion. This architecture can be formulated more as the asymmetrical multi-task learning.
We also provide some visualization result for the attention map generated by our boundary awareness in Fig. 3 , compared with the fashion attention mechanism used in Wang et al. [12] . Being able to benefit directly from the landmark detection, the boundary awareness transports structural representation and provides a fully-covered attention map for the classification task. Fig. 3 . The visualization result for attention map. For each pair of the visualization, the left one is from Wang et al. [12] , while the right one is ours.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a two-stream multi-task network for fashion recognition. Our model integrated the proposed knowledge sharing methods and outperforms previous methods on fashion landmark detection, category prediction, and attribute estimation. The method can also be extended to other challenging multi-task problems and is also applicable to many computer vision related tasks.
